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Dear Los, 	 8/6/84 

21  
You said you'd be away this week, so I had time to nake copie Jof relevant 

records and they will await your return. 

Thu rest of your letter is 'T agree that if we can do a piece showing that Justice 

charged and the judge aexeed that you had been obstreperous on u day you weren't 

there, then gAliene well to do it." 
A 

It is not 1O4 this way and I think it is even worse. This is now before the federal 

appeals court, which is limited to what is in the case redord and takes no testi-

mony. And it wasn't on a 4ay I wasn't there - it was for 1)., period of five. Yearn  

when I wasn't thin there! And the FUI and DITlatryern know not only that I wasn't 

there but that it was impossible for no to have been there.LEV4% Wh(447 ditted "PI" 
be,  .01044.e 

Moreover, they deliberately fabricated this in an effort to phony up a case 
against uy lawyer, Jim lesar, and that they fully intended?) to seek severe 

sanctions is clear enough in their brief, of which I include xeroxes of the appiP-

riate pages. 

Don't be dismayed by the apparent volume. Peleoing to mark up the relatively 

little for your attention. 

And because this is part of an official effort against FOIL, which tleay once 
---, 

tried ty rewrite through me -and it kicked back on them, as I'll explain - I'm 

iNcluding another very basic, knowing and deliberate lie that, I believe, were it 

under oath were be felonious. 

Background for the above: in my C.L. 2301-70 they actually claimed and got 

the courts to believe that the PIA was exempt from FOIL. It wasn't, of course. 

As a result, and this is specific in the debates, Congress: amended FOIL in 1974 

P 
to assure that such files as these of the FDI and CIA were included. Instead of 
hating themselvee for the amereUne of the Act, they hate me.a4,44 No- Aoj 

A.0. 	4.. 
Now they are

A
trying to pul3ltwo now dirty trAks that can negatu the Act, 

plus threatenine every requester and every lawyer. They are reversing the burden of 

proof, which Air the Act places clearly on the government, by trying to get a 

decision that enables theu to exercise "ditcovery" on requesters. (In this case 

even though I had voluntarily and for other purposes already provided all the 

info I had that they pretended to seek through "discovery" and they had actually 

admitted this to the district court.) And they are trying to get a decision which 
holds that they can comply with tho Act without making a search to comply with the 

4.0.1.1% 
request. What may in the end be euera more sinister and a broader assault on the 
system of justice is that they seek sanctions against a lawyer who has done no 

more than pursue his elient's right to appeal, and on this as with the other things 
the district court ham already found fur them. 
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John Lewis Smith is the dj5trict court judge. I beli
eve that Richard Bast 

has a page of a transcript of another proceeding bef
ore him in which he stated 

that he generally took his leads froe the FBI. If n
ot this and itey memory isn't 

off, Bast has souethine else like it. 

tal the enclosures are xeroxes of portions of the ca
se record or other 

official records, all identified for you. With the s
ingle exception of a page 

from a decision in another case they are all in the 
case record in this litigation. 

What I'll do is give you memos by subject, in each case citing the official 

record, and I think I'll identify them with letters 
to make it easier for you.litak, 4/4 

This entire thine is contrived, even the claimed need anibasis
 for their 

"discovery" trick. So I'm including; their diametrica
lly opposite versions to the • 

two courts, what they alleged to Smith to get him t
o go along with Gem and the 

exact opposite that they represent to the appeals co
urt because as a matter of 

law if they slid not tlieeee suttee automatically l
ost. 

4 ; 4; WW1211024_ v1)  
On tftesmagps4 please understand that this amounts to

 a threat against 

all lawyers and a fair proportion of their clients. 
The most prestigeous and 

affluent firms representing the largest corporations
, if this attempt succeeds, 

Can be compelled/to send fortunes in bleme and mon
ey responding to utterly 

frivolous #discobery" demands by the government, and if the big corporations 

refuse their plmslitp prestigeous counsel will
 be subject to sanctions. It is 

not just me and my counsel..Unless I get the appeals cou
rt to reverse Smith and 

remand the case, they already have this — it is an accoeplished fact and totally 

unreported. 

I'm also sending Jim what I send you and I'll have c
opies here, so we'll be 

ready for any questions. 

Best, 

---_,DT 

Please also understand that what 1 do not address on
 the enclosedCages is 

in all instances irrelevant or just plain lies. I do
 't

Is 
thing that the DJ tainted 

lfiew 

itself with a single truthful statement in th
eir lo , brief or at district courts  

4 

it is that bad. But if you have questions about any 
portions other than what I 

refer to please ask. 

I hope the latter and number identification I have 
in mind saves you time 

and is convenient to follow. 
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Enclosures: 

A DT/FBI apeals brief excerpts, cover illegible but included 

B Public Citizen Litigation Group brief for Lesa5 excerpts 

C ACLU Foundation brief for me, excerpts 

D First page of S-671nton decision, D.C. 

E DJ/FBI 5-18-63 hotion to Disliliss, excerpt 

F ATIFEI Opsoition of 6/20/83, excerpt 

G by FOIA request of the New Orlans FBI field office 

H Ily FOIE, request of the Dallas FI3U field office 

I Two paragraphs from an FBI attestation in this case xeroxed in a draft of 

one of lay affidavits 
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"The district cotart had clodeleobserved plaintiff's counsel's relations with 
plaintiff in this litigation for more than five years," M4 

"The district court had observed plaintiff's counsel's behavior &ding the five 
years since the action was filed. He eav the delays caused by plaintiff and his 
counsel's acquiescence and encouragement of plaietiff's interminable demands for 
an ever-inereasiag search." A46-1, A47-1 

For the protection of counsel (generally affidavits are not presented to or accepted 
by the appeals court) I prepared an affidavit charecttrizing thid as a complete 
fabrication and a complete lie and I sent topic.: of it to/l sar and Lynch. See 

1144)  
particularly paragraphs 3, 7, 9, 10, 11, 16. (I have not made extra copies of this if 
for Jim or this file but I have the original and he has the copy I sent him 7/2/84/ 
This affidavit, not filed, also cites the proof in the case record that the govern- 
ments' lawyers knee from the case reerd that they were lying and that they made *y r 
the whole thing up for the o 	urposes. 
While the affidavit lelf is not ie the case record, Lejar'sd. counsel and mine 
have both noted that the government lied, while avaidine the word, in their briefs. 
(It happens that other and equally deliberatel'overnment lies are refuted on the 
sane pages.) In the brief for Jim see pp. 3 and 4, marked B, in the brief for me, 
narked C, see footnote i ** on p. 16., Both briefs at these points show that the 
government's allegation that I was stonewalling the case is also deliberately and 
knowingly false, but that allegation is basic to the attempt to hurt the Lae er, 6( 
addressed on a separate pages  0e4 44 oqtemole4 11(11 01 NO ri to-1471140 	Avn 

Goo/ 	4.4̂ tbia 1'7 44rA, 	. 
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A series of lies in thelie  
,-ovo-nmont's brief so that it can retaliate against counselI 

(A45ff), for which the 	about dk the judge "obse=rving" me is court with Jim 

"closely, is essential. 

So you can understand this better, as the case record establishes, the first four 

of these five years nothing at all happened in cefirt cause the aovernme* asked 
ti 

for a 	ie 
that time to 1) cess the records, and the 	was taken up in the controversy 4snl 

over scovery. On tjis basis alone it is not possible that I or Jim and I stone- 
walled the litigation with "everOincreasine demands (47), or that the judge 
"saw the delays caused by plaintiff and his counsel's acquiescence and encourage- 

ment..."(47) 

The purpose of the constant references to Jim as an officer of the court atop 

all this lying is apparent in the case quoted on 47,"when the resl)onsibil#y 
(for all their fabrications attributed to Jim) can be fized, remedial action should 
be taken." This is a scarcely hidden thruat,to move to have him disbarred, all 

based on fabricated lies. ( re is more on
di  

21, marked.) 

This also was a whipsawin,; device. There is no question but that an appeal is legal, 
proper, necessary in t is case, 	 clearly and explicitly intended from the outset. 
In fact, I got Jim to ask Smith to ec:pedite this and he refused. But if Jim had not 
done what I asked and had done what they entirely improperly demand of him, which 

amounts to hi:: being their lawyer, not mine, he'd have been subject to severe 
sanctions, up to aid including losing his license. I've attached the first page 

of the Washington Law Reporter of 1/17/84, the Stzurton case, one of the many 

ap)roD 'ate points mae:ed in blu0 in the right-hand column. Giarked D) 
The actually created a sitation in which anything the lawyer did subjected him to 

......■■■••■=111 

sanctions! Couasel is legally obligated tp pursue his client's lawful desires. 
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it) 1& CrleVit 4 .14'r' 

gieFOIA (4)(B)(b) states, "and the burden of proof is on the agency to sustain its 

action." One of my stated reasons for trait wanting to apeeal Smith's decision is 

that discovery in this litigatiia placed the goveramentjs burden of proof on me. 

The government's brief (A23) denies this and says it could not have established that 

their alleged search was adequate. They also stated that they did not 

"undertake discovery to relieve themselves of the burden of proof that the Fla's 

search was adequate." (Actually, the record is quite explicit that they did not 

even make a search in Dallas, of ehich more follows.) This is precisely the exact 

opposite of what DJ/F1 alleged to get Stith to rule for teem. 

I 	
04174- 

the brief for e, T, '.:here they se 	na 'scovery "would enable them to 
do not include a xerox of their -epr 

m 	

esentation to Smith that Lynch used in 
0.4c,  

a j.ny 
demonstrate beYenMiestion that (their)orieinal search was adequate." (This, 

I repeat, when they kne.i and attested that they had not searehelin Dallas!) 

They made the exactly oppo4te representation to smith on a number of 

occasions. Two that I sent Lynch that ha didn't use are enclosed. In their 5/18/63 

Notion to Dismiss4
)
they stated(bottom 4, top 5) that my refusal to provide the 

discovery demanded "deprived" the FBI "of a meaningful opportunity to demonstrate" 

that my "aesertions about the adequacy (sic) of the FBI's search are baseless.", 

(The other marks picked up in xeroxing were made earlier for other purposes.) .  

In the DJ/FBI Op ?ocition of 6/20/83 they aetuelly state that "the very reason" 

for demanding discovery "was to enable it (the FBI) to meet its burden of showing 

that its search was adequate. "(F) 

Dy.eettine a decisioef that holds they do not have to searq and attest to search 

Au I've stated several tiees, they did not nake any sea 	in Dallas, and I 

caugUt them at this. In order to have a chance to prevail befof.e the appeals court 

they had to lie about this and they did (a2) T filed two requests that they moved 

be consolidated in this one lawsuit and they were. Both were word-for-word identical, 

except that a tingle added paragraph was included in the Lew Orleans request. The 

only language not in the Dallas request (11) is meeked on G, the ii.O. request. Othere 

wise they are verbatim the sane. The eoveenmant quotes only the N.O. request in its 

brief (C2), representing that the Dallas request consisted of its introductory 

sentence ml z  and that the actual request, the two paragraphs in both here marked "2" 

igan "addendum" to the N.O. request and no more. laths:ul.. this lie there is no way 

they could even claim to the apoeals court to have made toveriallas searelemokits 

(and to this day they have not made any search in Dallas to comply with my  request. 

They wrote and elaieed conplienee 5/10/79 and the next year made a few searches 

DJ/'131 effort to reurito the ForA: 
I) Sy placing the burden of proof on the requester/plaintiff-OP" 
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DJ/xlii effort to rewrite AILA —2 

that the appeals office directed, and not even all
 of them. But to this day they 

have not searched to comply with uy request.) 

The fastest form in ::itch I can cite the case rec
ord on their deliberate 

avoidance of any -0 ■1105% search to comply mitb fy request was in a folder an py 

desk so 1  include it. As I, It is two pages
 of a draft of an affidavit I filed 

using two paragrihs of an FBI affidavit in this c
ase to show that a) they are 

required to search in the field office 

but sent my reque- 
f#

t to P1311Li (Graf 6), 
140 

being possible Nimeadeirdecided what it 

(Graf 4) and in this instance they dit not 

where without search and withoutte4 even 

limit  me to. (The pasted—in quotes are from 

a declaration (which is the equivalent of an affid
avit) by the FBI case supervisor, 

SA John N. Phillips) 

So here they are, trying to r4lte the Act, to ge
t severe sanctions against 

my lawyer and me, when the case record is clear, t
hat they have not yet taken the 

very first step required by FOIA, makinc a search 
in the field office (1.4) And 

they claimed that if I provided discovery they cou
ld prove that what they knew 

had not happened because they had aborted it had a
ctually happened, that they had 

searched and that their search was adequate. 

Bearing on their singlin: no out for special discr
imination, FYI, with some of 

these pages I also had xeroxes of three pages of
 197Senate FOIL subcommittee 

hearings, where the Wader people gave the c
hairman something from one of my 

FOIL vases, a list of some 25 request the FBI
 had ignored for up to a decade when 

quiAl Pt" hes. 

the Act required promptness. The DJ appeals oflIce
rl-Could not defend what the FBI 

had done and wouldn't, and the tCivil Division, wh
ich, it happens, proxdes counsel 

in FOIL cases, said I bad cause for complaint and 
they were going to do 

something about it. They continue to ignore tbgbe
 requests, despite this promise 

to th,:,Senate, and one of the things they hav
e done about it is not comply but try 

to relate the Act through tad and take vengeance o
n me and my counsel. 
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Afterthought: 

ass 	member your practise, you generally call on othersbe fair and to 

give tl a chance to communt. I hope you do in this case! 

While it is a formality for them, in fact the signatories to the government's 

brief, which I'll copy and attach, include the United States ii.torney for DC and 

the Acting Assistant Attorney General (Civil Division). If you were to read them 

what the brief alleges about Jim's supposed bad behavior and mine plus the threat 

against him in the decision quoted and ask them, suppose this is not trueerthe 

briefs for Lesar and Weisberg allege? What could they say, or do? I can't think 

of anything that would not add to what you do in the column. It would be, I believe, 

unprecedent:d if they withdrew it. I've never heard of such a thing 

Moreover, what they have done is defraud Jim and me of money (aside from rights) 

by their fabS-cations and we've refused to pay it, beginning with me, and appealed. 

It would be bad enough if they just lied, as they hav$ completely. Or if they 

got the decision they want by their lying. And most people, other than lawyers and 

govvirnment officialp. believe that lying to courts i$ bad. But in this case they'ae,  

perpetrated a fraud based on knowing and complete fabrications, and by means of 

their fraud they seek to take money from us. 

Thcaway i. works,a4LI unde:.stand it, is that the junior lawyer, in this case 

the woman, does the work and the others just sign it. But in the signing they lend 

4-14#7  
their personal and official weights and endorsements. a" A441  

Their Reply Brief is due now, or before you return and can read this. 

It is bad enough to have government by lira, as we do, but "justice" and the 

"rule of law" by lies —by those who supposedly defend the rights of us all and 

preside over justice? In this case, with any attention at all, they are hoist by their 

own petard and ild like to believe that much good could result from exposure. Including 

making it more difficult for the courts to accept official lies, as in all my many cases 

they have. 



Afterthought -2 

send you anything relevant in their Reply Brief when I receive and read. 

it. 



Afterthought -2 

I'll send you anything relevant in their Reply Brief when I receive and read 

it. 

You Clay not recall he earlier correspondence but when it looked like they 

were oramy enough to try and get me cited for contempt, I did write you. They knew 

they were making impossible demands, as well as improper ones, and had reason to 

believe I would not comply. To leave no doubt their lawyer phoned Jim and actually 

threatened me, which he later denied and in an affidavit Iwas the only 

possible purpose of his phone call. it is when I dared them to charge me with 

contempt, which would have resulted in a tx411 thy did not dare riak, that they 

switched to other sanctions. 

The character who handled the case for them before the district coirt and 

made the threat is Henry Wiaie. Be even tried to get Jim to drop me as a clant. 



JACK ANDERSON 
1401 16th Street, N.W. Washington, D.C. 20036 

LES WHITTEN 

Aug. 3 

Dear Hal, 

I agree that if we can do a piece showing Justice 
char ged and the judge agreed that you had been 
obstreperous in co rt on a day you weren't there, 
than we ought damn well to do it. I'll be gone next 
week but will try to reach the week after. 

Thanks and best, 


